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Reinforcement Learning with Neural
Network
1.

One of the most exciting area recently
a. AlphaGo[1]
b. Complex humanoid control [2, 3] and industry robot[4, 5]
c. Video games [6, 7]

2.

Problems do exist [8], for example:
a. Transferability
Policy learnt on one agent could not be transferred to agent with different
dynamics.
b. Robustness
Perturbing the parameters of robot results in catastrophic performance drop.

Reinforcement Learning with Neural
Network
3.

4.

We constrain the focus to be locomotion control of simulated robot [9]
a. Input: observations from the sensors of the robot.
i. Joint angles & velocity, body’s Cartesian positions, feedback forces
ii. ...
b. Output: the torques applied respectively on each joint.
A typical neural network used in these tasks:
a. Multi-Layer Perceptron Network (MLP)
b. Ignoring structural information and performing black-box optimization.
i. PPO [3], TRPO [10], A3C [11], DPG[12], DDPG [13]

Graph Neural Networks
1.
2.

Many types of the input data is a vector or tensor, for example
a. Observations of the robot (vector, MLP)
b. Images (tensor, CNN)
Many important real-world data could be formulated as graphs:
a. Social networks, knowledge graphs, the World Wide Web, etc. [14].
b. A more natural idea is to use graph neural networks to process the data
c. Example: How likely are you a Warrior supporter or Cavalier supporter?
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Basic Idea
1.

Use Graph Neural Networks instead of MLPs
a. MLP Potentially causing the problem on transferability and robustness.
i. A perhaps similar story: Image classification with MLP or CNN?
ii. Empirically MLP doesn’t scale with data and is easy to overfit
iii. CNN applies strong structure prior and uses shared weights

b.
c.

Make use of structural information with GNN
Intuition: to determine the torques applied to one joint
i. neighbour’s absolute position, joint’s position & velocity, inertia info, …

Input Model
1.
2.

For each node (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) of the agent, we fetch the corresponding observation
from the input features.
Map it into the initial node states using a function F:
a. a matrix, identity function, or MLP.

Propagation Model
1.

Let each node communicate with the neighbours by propagating messages.
a. Message is calculated by passing the current states through a function M.
b.

Node aggregate the messages and update its current node states.

c.

Ideally we should propagate the messages until the node states converge
i. In practice we propagate the message for 4 timesteps.

Output Model
1.

For each node with a controller, we output the control signal.
a. The control signal is a function of the node last states.
b.

Control signal could be the mean and variance of the gaussian policy.
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Transfer Learning
1.

As we mentioned before, in old methods, policy learnt on one agent could not be
transferred to agent with different dynamics. (full result in [15])
a. Transfer learning benchmarks: snake and centipedes.

Transfer Learning
1.

As we mentioned before, in old methods, policy learnt on one agent could not be
transferred to agent with different dynamics. (full result in [15])
a. Transfer learning benchmarks: snake and centipedes.

Robustness
1.

We also test the robustness of the policy by perturbing the parameters of the
agent.

Multi-task Learning
1.

We also test the robustness of the policy by perturbing the parameters of the
agent.
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